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Abstract
Our goal is to develop a system to learn and classify environmental sounds for robots working in the real
world. In the real world, two main restrictions pertain in learning. First, robots have to learn using only a small
amount of data in a limited time because of hardware restrictions. Second, it has to adapt to unknown data since
it is virtually impossible to collect samples of all environmental sounds. We used a neuro-dynamical model to
build a prediction and classification system. This neuro-dynamical model can self-organize sound classes into
parameters by learning samples. The sound classification space, constructed by these parameters, is structured
for the sound generation dynamics, and obtains clusters not only for known classes, but also unknown classes.
The proposed system searches on the basis of the sound classification space for classifying. In the experiment,
we evaluated the accuracy of classification for both known and unknown sound classes.
Keywords: Recurrent Neural Network, Sound Recognition, Neuro-dynamical System
1 INTRODUCTION
Recently, there have been a growing number of studies focusing on systems for classifying environmental sounds
[1, 2]. Environmental sounds contain a large amount of information, such as those about the dynamic change in
the environment. Recognition of environmental sounds is an indispensable ability for creating an autonomous
system. Ashikawa developed a model to detect writing movement on a board based on the sound of writing
with chalk [3]. Ishihara et al. developed a system to convert environmental sounds into onomatopoeia [4].
Other studies focused on the extracted features of environmental sounds to improve the recognition accuracy of
environmental sounds under a fixed framework. They divided samples of environmental sounds from several
classes into two, using one for training the model and the other for evaluation [5, 6].
Methods for classifying environmental sounds in previous studies are mainly based on statistical models
[7, 8, 9, 10]. Most of these studies show good performances under the condition that environmental sound classes
are known (training data is composed of sounds from every sound class considered in the experiment).
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The purpose of our study is to develop a system that enables robots working in real world to understand
environmental sounds. Such systems require solving of the following two issues.
1. Model should be constructed from a small amount of sound samples as it is difficult to obtain large number
of learning sound samples due to durability of hardware.
2. Model should be capable of adapting to unknown sound classes as it is almost impossible to obtain all
possible sound samples in advance.
To solve these issues, we apply the following approaches.
1. Creation of the model using neural networks for generalization from small number of training samples.
2. Self-organization of unknown classes in classification space using the generalization capability of neural
networks.
We apply recurrent neural network as a dynamical system for the training model of environmental sounds.
The dynamical system points out a new possibility for classifying unknown sounds. The concept of the dynamical
system is to deal with sequence data by a fixed “rule” generated through training. The model would then infer
the “rule” for the recognition and generation processes of unknown sounds. This capability is known as the
generalization capability which provides the dynamical system the ability to deal with unknown data using few
training data.
Studies have also been conducted to show the capability of dynamical systems to apply to sound classification
and generation. Ogata et al. proposed a method to map between different sensory modalities for a robot system
to generate motion expressing auditory signals or sounds from the movements of objects [11]. In this study,
they associated sounds with motions by using recurrent neural network with parametric bias (RNNPB) [12]. The
work showed the capability of the RNNPB to infer unknown sounds from learning samples by generalization and
self-organization. Another study focuses on active sensing that exploits the dynamic features of an object [13].
The work trained the RNNPB with data of sounds, arm trajectories, and tactile sensors generated while the robot
moved/hit an object with its own arm. The method appropriately configured unknown (untrained) objects in the
PB space. Although the objectives of these studies were not classification of environmental sounds, they have
shown an insight on how to apply dynamical systems for classifying known and unknown environmental sounds.
Experiments were conducted to detect and classify known/unknown sounds using the constructed model.
Detection of unknown sounds was conducted based on the prediction error of the sound. Classification of sounds
was conducted using the classification space generated by the model through the training process. The results of
the experiment show the effectivity of the model.
The rest of the paper is composed as follows. The overview of the model is described in Section 2. The
setup of the experiments with results and discussions are described in Section 3. Conclusion and future work are
presented in Section 4.
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2 ENVIRONMENTAL SOUNDS CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
In this section, we describe the model to learn and predict environmental sounds.
2.1 Multiple Timescale Recurrent Neural Network (MTRNN)
In our model, we utilize the Multiple Timescale Recurrent Neural Network (MTRNN) [14], shown in Figure 1,
for the dynamical system. The MTRNN is an extension of the continuous time recurrent neural network which
acts as a prediction model to predict the next state as the output, from the current state as the input. The nodes
of the MTRNN are composed of input/output nodes (IO), fast context nodes (C f ), and slow context nodes (Cs).
The combination weights link nodes in a full connection manner except for those between IO and Cs. The main
functions of the MTRNN are learning, recognition, and prediction.
In the MTRNN, each node possesses different changing rate controlled by time scale coefficients. More
specifically, the fast context (C f ) nodes have a high changing rate, which can help to generate dynamics, and the
slow context (Cs) nodes have a low changing rate, which can help the self-organizing gate to switch the structure
of primitive sequence data. The time scale coefficients of IO are the lowest, and Cs are the highest, with the
coefficient of C f set between the two. The function of fast context and slow context are illustrated in Figure
2. During the training process, each primitive sequence is encoded into the initial values of slow context. By




Figure 1: Multiple Timescale Recurrent Neural Network
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Figure 2: Multiple Timescale Model
The main calculations of the MTRNN are forward calculation and backward calculation (back propagation
through time). The three functions of the MTRNN (learning, recognition, and prediction) are conducted using
the two calculations. We describe the two calculations in the following. The variable definition used in (1)(8)
are listed in Table 1.
Forward calculating step:
The relation diagram of the variables in the forward calculating step is illustrated in Figure 3. Here, ui(t) is
determined by xi(t  1) and ui(t  1), output yi(t) is determined by ui(t), and input xi(t) is determined by yi(t)
and di(t).
The forward calculating equations are as follows:
if i 2 O^ j 2Cs; or if i 2Cs^ j 2 O; then wi j = 0:
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Table 1: Variable Definition
N : number of nodes O : IO nodes
di(t) : learning data ti : time scales
ui(t) : status yi(t) : output
xi(t) : input for next step wi j : combination weights


















Figure 3: Overview of Forward Calculation














8<: b  yi(t)+(1 b )di(t) i 2 Oyi(t) otherwise (4)
Back propagation through time (BPTT) step:
After forward calculation, the MTRNN conducts BPTT to update the combination weights using the output
error (sum square error between learning data and the output obtained through forward calculation). The sum





The purpose of the BPTT step is to minimize the error function. Partial error differentiation by using combi-






























t jw jiyi(t)(1  yi(t))] (i 2C f or i 2Cs)
(7)
The following equation is used for updating combination weights:
wi j(n+1) = wi j(n) a ¶E¶wi j (8)
The three main functions of the MTRNN (learning, recognition, and prediction) are conducted as follows.
Learning: The MTRNN updates the combination weights and the initial values ofCs using training data through
forward calculation and BPTT step until the output error converges. In this phase, sequence data used for training
are self-organized in theCs space.
Recognition: In the recognition function, the MTRNN conducts forward calculation and BPTT as in the learning
function. However, during BPTT, the output error is used only to update the initial values ofCs (i.e. combination
weights are fixed in the BPTT step). Consequently, the process derives one point in theCs space which represents
the sequence data to be recognized.
Prediction: In the prediction function, the initial values of the input andCs are input into theMTRNN to associate
the whole sequence data through forward calculation. As the input of each step, the output of the previous step is
directly input into the MTRNN.
2.2 Environmental Sound Classification System
The classification system for environmental sounds is illustrated in Figure 4(a). Classification is conducted
through four steps of the model (training, recognition, detection, and classification).
2.2.1 Detecting unknown sound classes
Detection of unknown sound classes is conducted by recognition and prediction functions of the MTRNN. The
recognition function is first used to calculate the Cs value representing the sound sequence. The calculated Cs is
then input into the MTRNN to associate the sound sequence through prediction. The prediction error is calculated
by accumulating the absolute errors for each step of the predicted sequence and actual sequence. Prediction
errors of unknown sounds are expected to be larger than known (trained) sounds as the MTRNN is not trained
with sounds from unknown classes. Therefore, unknown sound classes are classified by comparing the prediction
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(b) Flow of Proposed System
Figure 4: Environmental Sound Classification System
2.2.2 Classifying sound classes
Classification of sound classes is conducted based on the Cs value of the sequence. A detailed flow of classifica-
tion is shown in Figure 5.
First, several typical known and unknown sounds 1 are selected and input into the MTRNN for recognition to
calculate theCs values. TheseCs values are used as prototypes of nearest neighbor algorithm. Using these proto-
types, the sound to be classified is evaluated based on the Euclidean distance between the sound and prototypes.
The prototype with the smallest distance is selected and the sound is labeled as the sound class with the selected
prototype.
3 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we describe the experiments for evaluating the proposed system.
1The unknown sound means no samples of the same class been used to train the MTRNN. Before classifying unknown sounds, the




















Figure 5: Nearest Neighbor Algorithm for Sound Class Classification
Table 2: Composition of the MTRNN
The number of input nodes 12
The number ofC f nodes 2040
The number ofCs nodes 5
The time scale of input nodes 2
The time scale ofC f nodes 5
The time scale ofCs nodes 10,000
Training times 50,000
3.1 Condition
In the experiments, we used RWCP real environmental voice sound database to evaluate the performance of our
system. From the database, we selected 20 classes of sounds listed in Table 3. Each class is composed of 100
sound data. Four of the 100 data from each class were used for training the model. Before extracting the features,
silent parts of the sounds are cut. Then the Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC, 12 dimensions) features
with a 25-ms window and 10-ms interval were extracted from the sounds. The MFCC features were smoothed
and normalized. Relatively long sounds were cut to create MFCC feature sequences with less than 150 steps. We
conducted experiments by changing the threshold starting from 0 and increasing by 0:001. We present the result
with the best classification performance.
The MTRNN was trained using the MFCC features of training sounds. The composition of the MTRNN is
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Table 3: Sound Classes for Experiment
Class contents
candybwl Beating a handheld metal box with a metal stick
coffmill Grinding coffee beans with an electric grinder
coin1 Dropping a coin (single) on a wooden board (large)
crumple Crushing copy paper by hand
dryer Sound of hair dryers A and B
file Filing a metal stick with a metal file
horn Blowing a bugle
pump Sound of air pump
punch Punching copy paper with a punch
ring Ringing a bell by shaking
saw2 Sawing a wood piece with a jigsaw
shaver Sound of electric shavers A and B
spray Sound of gas spray A and B
stapler Stapling copy papers with a stapler
string Twanging of a stringed musical instrument
tear Tearing copy paper
toy Sound by releasing spring
trashbox Beating a handheld dustbox with a metal stick
whistle1 Blowing whistle A
whistle2 Blowing whistle B
shown in Table 2. The process of the experiment is as follows.
1. Divide the twenty classes into four groups as shown in Table 4.
2. Select 11 sets of four-number groups fd1, d2,    , d11g randomly.
3. Create inspection cross table constructed by class groups in Table 4 and 11 data groups.
f(c1, c2, c3, c4), (c1, c2), (c1, c3), (c1, c4), (c2, c3), (c2, c4), (c3, c4)g  fd1, d2,    , d11g
3.2 Result
In this subsection, we present the result of detecting unknown sounds using prediction error and classifying known
and unknown sound classes based on the self-organizedCs space.
Detecting unknown sounds using prediction error:
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Table 4: Class Grouping for Cross Validation
Class Group Class Class Group Class










Figure 6 illustrates the results of average accuracy in detecting unknown sounds based on prediction error.





















Figure 6: Success Rate of Detection of Unknown Sounds
TheCs space:
We present several results of the self-organized Cs spaces after learning. The Cs space with all classes data
set (c1, c2, c3, c4  d1) used for training is shown in Figure 7. TheCs space with training data set (c1, c2  d1),
which has the best classification performance is shown in Figure 8. TheCs space with training data set (c1, c4 
d1) is shown in Figure 9. (Classes enclosed by the box are known sound classes.)
The Cs spaces shown in the figures are the results of principal component analysis (PCA) of the Cs values.
We present the first two elements of five elements. The accumulated contribution ratio of first two elements of
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eachCs space is also shown in each figure.
From these figures, it is notable that the Cs values of each sound forms clusters of the same sound classes,
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Figure 8: Cs Space for Training Set fc1, c2d1g
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Figure 9: Cs Space for Training Set fc1, c4d1g
Table 5: Success Rate of Classification in Cross Validation
Class Group c1, c2, c3, c3 c1, c2 c1, c3 c1, c4 c2, c3 c2, c4 c3, c4 Average
Success Rate [%]
Known Sounds Average 71.0 81.2 81.8 74.8 78.2 79.6 72.4 77.0
Variance 2.2 1.8 2.3 1.9 2.0 1.4 2.6
Known and Average 67.4 71.9 67.2 73.9 70.3 67.3 69.7
Unknown Sounds Variance 1.3 0.9 2.0 1.8 2.2 1.9
Table 5 shows the success rate of classification for each case in cross validation. The row of “Known sounds”
in Table 5 shows the average success rate of classification for each group classifying known sound classes. The
row of “Known and Unknown Sounds” in Table 5 shows the average success rate of classification for each groups
classifying both known and unknown sound classes.
Figure 10 shows the average success rate of classification in different composition of known and unknown
classes. From the results, it is notable that the success rate for 10 known classes is the best.
3.3 Discussion












Figure 10: Success Rate of Classification
3.3.1 Detecting and classification of unknown sounds
As shown in Figure 6, (c1, c4) class group showed a good performance at detection unknown sounds. The self-
organizedCs space of (c1, c4) class group learning is shown in Figure 9. Comparing Figure 9 with otherCs spaces
(such as Figure 8), it is notable that the initial values ofCs on this space were not dispersed well. Therefore, it was
difficult for (c1, c4) class group to generalize the Cs space for unknown sounds. From these results, we suggest
that there is a trade-off relationship between classification and the detection of unknown sounds.
3.3.2 Relationship between the number of learning data and performance
The success rate of classification for cross validation is shown in Figure 10. In the figure, the 10 known classes
group had the best classification performance. The self-organized Cs space for learning all classes is shown
in Figure 7. From this figure, we can confirm that many classes congest into the circle. Comparing the result
with Figure 8 of (c1, c2) class group learning, it is clear that the Cs space of (c1, c2) class group is easier for
cluster analysis. As prediction errors of (c1, c2, c3, c4) and (c1, c2) were almost the same, the performance of the
MTRNNwas not affected by the number of samples. Rather, theCs space became more complex for classification
analysis requiring more detailed searching in theCs space when training with larger number of samples.
The training result of (c1, c4) class group shows that the initial values of Cs on the self-organized Cs space
were not dispersed as well as other conditions. Compared with the result of (c1, c2) class group in Figure 8, it is
notable that the self-organization result is affected by training data.
3.3.3 Classifying unknown sounds
From the result of Figure 8 it is notable that unknown sounds are also self-organized in the Cs space. The
result suggests the possibility of MTRNN to classify unknown sounds without the requirements of prototypes for
unknown sound.
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4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORKS
In this paper, we presented a prediction and classification system for environmental sounds using a neural-
dynamical model. This system showed a new approach for classifying unknown environmental sounds using
a small amount of samples.
For the evaluation experiment, we selected 20 classes from RWCP real environmental voice sound database,
and trained the system using sequence data of Mel-frequency cepstrum coefficient (MFCC) features extracted
from sounds. Four data samples out of 100 for each class were used for training. The experiment was conducted
with 10 known (trained) classes and 10 unknown classes. The classification performance of the model by cross
validation. The success rate of classification for known classes was 77.0%, and that of unknown classes was
69.7%. The results show the effectivity of the system to deal with both known and unknown sound classes.
To develop the system to apply to actual robotic platform, we plan to improve the model as follows. First, we
plan to evaluate the effectivity of the model in comparison to other methods, such as GMM. Second, we plan to
design a selection technique that effectively determines the threshold value for detecting unknown sounds. Third,
we plan to develop an effective algorithm for clustering the non-linear Cs space into sound classes. Finally,
we plan to design a method to create clusters of unknown sound classes automatically without the requirements
prototypes. We hope our work would contribute to robotic systems to recognize and classify environmental
sounds.
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